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ABSTRACT

Knowledge Management System (KMS) is a monitoring system that emphasizes the desired and actual performance of an industry. Aligning KMS to viably execute the Railway Industry methodology and supply chain operations utilizing legitimate knowledge management capabilities. Yet KMS controls the planning and priorities through action controls that emphasize on operational control level, result controls toward the strategic planning level, personnel controls on retaining the right operation with the right skills, and transaction control on the accurate and complete legal transactions for ensuring strategic management. Therefore, we have come up with a dynamic KMS for the Railway Supply Chain context that focuses on operational, tactical, and strategic perspectives on the information sources, value, analytics, and requirement for current and future drivers of an industry perspective. Moreover, this KMS aims to redesign the Information System by promoting a reductionist approach to problem-solving and best decision-making practices within an industry context.

1. INTRODUCTION

Novel thoughts are basic if learning is to occur. Now and again they are made through glimmers of understanding or innovativeness, at different occasions they show up from outside the industry or through communication by Knowledge Management (KM) [1]. Whatever be the sources, these thoughts are the spark for industry progress [2]. Be that as it may, they cannot themselves make a learning organization. It has been found that industry has been effective in creating new knowledge or acquiring the same but all of them have one common thing but are strikingly less effective in applying the information to their exercises [3]. A conveying system or the everyday industry of an organization expects heads to come together to settle on aggregate decision making [4]. Moreover, it is to get choices made at the correct spot and to the correct quality, and that the industry is too moderate getting the aftereffects of the choice executed that can cause the issues.

Besides its failures to get choices made and ordered adequately that lead to advertising openings and the organization becomes unproductive where the customary way to deal with improving dynamic is imperfect. Thus, it is guaranteeing responsibility for decision-making, where the industry needs to understand what decisions being asked to make and decision-makers have the right information to base a decision [5]. Properly tailored decision-making will capture information for a wider context and enhance their capacity to respond to choices likewise. Knowledge Management System (KMS) can deliver this issue to make a genuine preferred position and make critical walks in conveying methodology for an industry context. Yet, KMS gives us one-of-a-kind bits of knowledge into how the industry is organized, overseen and heads lead through eliminating the executive’s levels that beneficially affected the capacity of organizations to send data from one finish of the organization to the next with a more extensive dynamic process. Railway Industry (RI) has also responded to greater market complexity by emphasizing KMS and industry ability to make decisions that have oriented on people, process, and knowledge as presented in Figure 1.
Based on Figure 1, KMS’s emphasis on structure dependent on a general light-footed plan and set of guidelines is done and innovation is utilized to comprise an assortment of facilitated cycles and frameworks that serves a planning and decision-making process. The main concept of KMS is a technique and industry-driven movement that upholds the executives arranging and dynamic by giving composed perspectives on a whole industry. Moreover, it provides the industry an opportunity to experiment with the KMS so that they more readily understand the functionality and potential of the system as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The Knowledge Management System for Railway Industry Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Management</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improvement and Innovation that provides insights into a system and create a step for a distinct advantage in problem-solving.</td>
<td>Learning Organization continuously transform itself on gaining improvement and knowledge learning.</td>
<td>Successfully empower the knowledge procedure through arranging and supporting.</td>
<td>Viably actualize the knowledge strategy for supporting authoritative intelligence.</td>
<td>Persuade the industry to acknowledge the planned plans.</td>
<td>Knowledge Management System focuses on retrieving knowledge to improve understanding and process alignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successfully empower the knowledge procedure through arranging and supporting.</td>
<td>Viably actualize the knowledge strategy for supporting authoritative intelligence.</td>
<td>Successfully empower the knowledge procedure through arranging and supporting.</td>
<td>Knowledge Management System focuses on retrieving knowledge to improve understanding and process alignment.</td>
<td>Successfully empower the knowledge procedure through arranging and supporting.</td>
<td>Successfully empower the knowledge procedure through arranging and supporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applies a reductionist on industry dimension and concerns.</td>
<td>Applies holistic strategies and objectives that design industry dimensions.</td>
<td>Applies a reductionist on industry dimension and concerns.</td>
<td>Applies holistic strategies and objectives that design industry dimensions.</td>
<td>Applies a reductionist on industry dimension and concerns.</td>
<td>Applies holistic strategies and objectives that design industry dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having technical competence and engineering knowledge.</td>
<td>Empower systems thinking and perspective changes for a comprehensive solution to the industry.</td>
<td>Having technical competence and engineering knowledge.</td>
<td>Empower systems thinking and perspective changes for a comprehensive solution to the industry.</td>
<td>Having technical competence and engineering knowledge.</td>
<td>Empower systems thinking and perspective changes for a comprehensive solution to the industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants the plan of a hearty and complex innovative solution to the industry.</td>
<td>Encourage little gathering coordinated that applies systems thinking.</td>
<td>Empower systems thinking and perspective changes for a comprehensive solution to the industry.</td>
<td>Encourage little gathering coordinated that applies systems thinking.</td>
<td>Empower systems thinking and perspective changes for a comprehensive solution to the industry.</td>
<td>Encourage little gathering coordinated that applies systems thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieve and acquire information that provides a high outcome to the industry performance.</td>
<td>Create and share the information files and resources to improve and upgrade the industry performance.</td>
<td>Fostering framework incoherency and coevolution for advancement and maintainability industry.</td>
<td>Fostering framework incoherency and coevolution for advancement and maintainability industry.</td>
<td>Fostering framework incoherency and coevolution for advancement and maintainability industry.</td>
<td>Fostering framework incoherency and coevolution for advancement and maintainability industry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The Knowledge Management System
Based on Table 1, the KMS for RI components indicates the system that interrelated people, elements, and activities with the same outcomes. The KMS is a techno-economic system that transactions between the industry and works the general procedure for keeping an upper hand. Adjusting the industry and KM methodologies in a legitimate Information System (IS) capacities uphold the current and future current and future industry demands [6]. Yet KMS is the conversion of data into information, where industry able to analyses the information to gain insight and act as presented in Figure 2.

Based on Table 1, the KMS for RI components indicates the system that interrelated people, elements, and activities with the same outcomes. The KMS is a techno-economic system that transactions between the industry and works the general procedure for keeping an upper hand. Adjusting the industry and KM methodologies in a legitimate Information System (IS) capacities uphold the current and future current and future industry demands [6]. Yet KMS is the conversion of data into information, where industry able to analyses the information to gain insight and act as presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Knowledge Management System Cycle

Based on Figure 2, the KMS cycle emphasis insight that shares the expectation of the industry, the action that creates a value for the industry performance, a measurement that emphasis the operational model of the industry going to use, and analysis that focuses on learning efforts of the industry outcomes. Moreover, the KMS cycle is an informed decision making as a prerequisite for success context that focuses on output and industry analysis requirements. Besides KMS cycle support RI choices by gathering, uniting and putting together information for announcing and investigation with apparatuses for performance and industry views. Moreover, the state of KM at present focuses on data complexity, process, and people that formulated a higher level. Thus, effectively implement the overall KM strategy by maximizing coherency between innovation and learning process will set an objective for the RI. Merging and matching information to perceived performance on the complexity and drive significant value for strong KM strategy. We also emphasize that KMS is an agile technology that implements cross-functional boundaries that involve many stakeholders for delivering a significant value outcome and offers a pragmatic way of delivering a high return in the short-term period for RI performance that ensures the industry objectives and goals are met.

2. METHOD
Constructing a system model for a Railway Industry (RI) supply chain is not direct, developing KM is not in every case simple. What makes the cycle significantly all the more testing is using KM to cope with RI change [7]. Constructing KM may need to layout the structure of the RI supply chain showing how its tiering and other operations work together. Before designing KM for the RI supply chain also needs a blueprint of how the Malaysia Transportation Industry (MTI) wants the RI supply chain to be [8]. Likewise, to utilize KM to manage with industrial alternate, KMS requires both as-is and to-be perspectives of the MTI to portray precisely or map how it works, to empower the disclosure of RI supply chain improvements opportunities, and to support the arranging and execution of progress activities that convey groundbreaking results. Without discerning the motivation for MTI and alternate, could fall flat or not expedient the ideal desires.

To perceive how KM could be utilized to arrive at a typical comprehension of the motivation, it is critical to see how KM is developed in a research field [9]. It seems that what constitutes KM depends on its intended use. This makes purpose, scope, and conceptually suggesting that each instance of KM is its truth. Hence it is important to consider KM as a continuum that covers everything from the technical to the knowledge level [10]. This research is viewed from an information and industry research perspective. The information focuses on the collection, classification, manipulation, retrieval, and distribution of information. It is a broad interdisciplinary field, among which management and model-based system development. Industry research focuses on interactions between people within the industry and gains insights into the industry. There are many factors concerning an industry. Industry research endeavors to comprehend and demonstrate these components.
Like information, industry research looks to control, anticipate, and clarify. KMS is concerned with the theoretical foundations of models as well as the processes involved in the KM context of systems development. Within KMS, theories for KM are founded on a managerial approach. As contributions to the planning cycle, key things are industry systems and destinations. Railway supply chain reduced substantially and increase its holistic strategies that require many sub-strategies at the operational level. On the other hand, existing resources must be effectively and efficiently managed. It is depicted that strategic objectives are imperative to drive the outcomes as shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Strategic Objectives to Drive the Railway Supply Chain Outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Objectives</th>
<th>Detailed Glance</th>
<th>Mid-Level Glance</th>
<th>High-Level Glance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>Require several years to accomplish.</td>
<td>Information that refined on facts and expertise of the recipient for wisdom.</td>
<td>Gives a reference to the investigation and backing current framework assets for what is to come.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial</td>
<td>Enable accomplishments of strategic goals for fundamental direction.</td>
<td>Information that has been prepared into a more important structure that has a meaningful recipient.</td>
<td>Knowledge streams are recorded in conventional and item situated techniques that reflect the process within an industry system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Key activities and industry exercises should be archived.</td>
<td>Raw facts about things that are important in industry for relatively meaningless.</td>
<td>Clearly and succinctly establishes the industry requirements and making solutions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 2, strategic objectives to drive the railway supply chain outcomes will be active in the operating as the to-be view of KMS and as-is view that emphasis on current KM resources. Nonetheless, it cannot be denied that there are critical enablers for those strategies to be successfully implemented. Advanced use of KMS in the context of optimizing technology to closely monitor and manage crucial enabler. Thus, it should strategic knowledge and innovation for the future that provides a sustainable solution through technological innovation that increases knowledge transfer to the industry and linkages maximizing KMS.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Knowledge Management System (KMS) connects operations in generating insights that help the Railway Industry (RI) to optimize their organization performance. It focuses on human development and enhancement of human performance for inter-relationship between people, industry, technology, and information environment that emphasize information landscape [11]. Information landscape focus on (1) social dimension information is created and disseminated, (2) historical dimension is linked with inserting information within the richness of the past and the constraints of the present, and (3) linguistic dimension comprises theoretical or practical preunderstanding. Thus, the system can be classified as (1) mechanic system functions according to some predefined procedures and future behavior on the situation events that easier to control, (2) probabilistic system depends on the probability that needs a lot of control effort to be directed to these systems and (3) cybernetics system is an adaptive or self-regulating system that adapts to the environment for their survival. Besides KMS needs to focus on the value proposition of the change management program and extending Knowledge Management (KM) awareness [12]. KM should continue to roll out and see strong linkages with info quality programs and establishing an operation stream for the industry [13]. Yet KMS integration of KM practices into planning and risk processes for retention and disposition directive in progress. Moreover, it should continue to refine and embed within existing processes of KM assessments and tailored views of the repository front end [14]. Simple analytics have been applied by the system to the supply chain data that reveals basic insights, and more sophisticated analytics for deeper insights as shown in Table 3.
Based on Table 3, the dynamic KMS for Railway Supply Chain indicates the conceptualization of opportunities for interaction among industry communication. Dynamic KMS for railway supply chain focuses on organizational components of the information in a holistic perspective that is embedded in a particular context. Information should inform and guide the industry to reach decisions for situations and should support effective information behavior. Yet it improves the strategic decision-making process of the railway supply chain towards achieving better-strategized performances.

4. CONCLUSION
KMS enhance multiple intelligences for the railway supply chain in the future. The KM for strategic decision-making process would help the industry learning atmosphere for achieving its intended goals. Holistic planning of the information within an industry will enable the organization to interpret the changes in the RI and choose the right strategy to respond. The KM revolution may achieve RI's aim to effectively implement the innovation and transformation explores especially from an organizational learning perspective. This transformation has aided improvement on the standard of RI that resulted empowered the organization's decision-making process. Yet it also facilitates us in the following degree of Predictive knowledge “what might occur if” and Prescriptive knowledge “what should be done” in catching, recording, and depicting the usage and activity of vital management just as ideas and explanations behind such checking and controlling instrument and cycle in the unique situation and complexities of visual analytics.

Moreover, the science behind the technology is solving technical problems with the technology that emphasis the engineering of the components that make up the systems. Thus, the implementation side of the industry problems is creating a system to collect, manipulate, store, and retrieve information that utilizes within the RI infrastructure. Besides the result of the information system, should uses the KMS to conduct industry solution on comprised information technology and focus on understanding problems from the perspective of the organization involved and applying information and other technologies as needed. We recommend initially configure and customize the software so that it enables RI to change their working practices and work with the system for better outcome performance.
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Table 3. Dynamic Knowledge Management System for Railway Supply Chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic Railway Supply Chain</th>
<th>Operational (Execution)</th>
<th>Tactical (Procedure)</th>
<th>Strategic (Policy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Sources</td>
<td>External information on prices, suppliers, and inventory.</td>
<td>Operation information on location, condition, and use.</td>
<td>Industry information on assistance narratives and guarantee status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Value</td>
<td>Basic insight that uses patterns.</td>
<td>Information aggregated in multiple formats for better value.</td>
<td>Control and optimization by knowledge overhauls that improve execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Analytics</td>
<td>Descriptive focus on catch items, condition, climate, and activity.</td>
<td>Diagnostic focuses on examining the reasons for diminished item execution or disappointment.</td>
<td>Predictive focus on detecting designs that sign approaching occasions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information requirement</td>
<td>Physical requirements focus on information creation, use, and information retrieval of an industry.</td>
<td>Semantic requirements focus on information sharing, seeking problems, and activity of industry.</td>
<td>Prescriptive focus on identifying breadth to revise results or right issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Community requirements focus on information transformation, digital literacy, information practice, flow, and behavior within an industry.
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